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Performance! Release 10.0.6210 
 

Flowserve announces one of the most extensive releases of 
the Performance! control valve sizing and selection software 
since its original release in the mid-1990’s!   
 
The 10.0.6210 version is the latest update to the industry’s foremost control valve sizing, selection, 
and project management software.  Complete details of the update are available online at: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com 

Upgrade Instructions: 

When logging into Performance!, the synchronization will automatically run.  After synchronization is 
complete, a web page will open with instructions to download and install the upgrade file.  Follow the 
instructions on the webpage to complete the upgrade.  As with previous releases, the database 
synchronization will continue to keep your database up-to-date between releases.   

What’s New! 
 New Products & Options 
1. Pilot Operated Trim: Control valves used in the Power Industry for high temperature steam 

applications (up to 1200 °F/650 °C) requiring class 5 shut-off.  Product available in sizes 4”-16”, 
class 150-2500. 

 
2. Logix 3200MD and Logix 520MD Series: The new Logix MD digital positioners are 

integrated with the Flowserve ValveSight DTM’s and include predictive diagnostic capability.  
 

3. Electric Actuators: FlowTop, FlowPro and FlowPak have new electric actuator options from 
PS Automation and Haselhofer. Additionally, FlowTop and FlowPro include options in 
Performance! for an "electric multi-turn" actuator in combination with a “linear thrust unit.” 

 

 Updates to Existing Products 
1. MicroCav: Anti-cavitation trim with spiral-grooved plug head design for multi-stage pressure 

drop associated with very small Cv’s.  Available in sizes 0.5”-2”, class 150-2500. Cv’s from 
0.007-1.25; sigma’s as low as 1.006. MicroCav now avoids any previous delay associated with 
up-front engineering requirements for quotation.  MicroCav is standardized into Performance!. 
 

2. CavStream: Anti-cavitation trim with ChannelStream concept adopted on the plug for multi-
stage pressure drop associated with very small Cv’s.  Available in sizes 0.5”-2”, class 150-
2500.  Cv’s from 0.5 to 10.0; sigma’s as low as 1.01.  CavStream is also standardized into 
Performance!. 

 
 
 

http://www.flowserveperformance.com/
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 Mark One Standardization 
1. ChannelStream:  The new generation ChannelStream trim is optimized & standardized to 

handle higher rangeabilities, higher Cv’s, and lower sigma’s…..often available in smaller 
valves.  The previous anomalies of infinite Cv possibilities associated with ChannelStream is 
completely eliminated in the new generation design. Little time is required for quoting; only 
specials need engineering assistance.  Greater standardization means ChannelStream is 
more competitive in the market place! 

 

2. Mark One Grouping: Mark One, Mark Two, Mark Eight, Mark One-X are consolidated into a 
single product selection.  Sizing & Selection is simplified; options and pricing are significantly 
expanded and allows uniformity across models. Grouping the Mark One family enhances the 
BOM generation process which leads to shorter lead-times, fewer BOM errors and higher on-
time deliveries. 

 

3. Mark One High Temperature Selection: High temperature material selection structure is 
created with focus on temperatures from 600°F (315oC) to 1100°F (593oC).  Content for 
various body components to be added throughout next 6 weeks. Pressure/temperature curves 
for bodies expanded from 3 to 22 tables. 

 

4. Mark One Trim Numbers: Structure implemented to add multiple Cv reduction options giving 
customers access to dozens of additional conditions for control.  New options being added are 
already designed and available. 
 

 Updates for Additional Products & Features 
1. MaxFlo 3: Expanded to include ANSI class 600 & DIN PN 63 for sizes 1”-12” (DN 25 - DN 

300), flanged and flangeless.  O-ring seal added on packing gland as an option to offer a 
cost competitive low emission stem sealing. KSB and Mastergear manual operators added. 

 

2. Manual Operators: Mastergear manual operator has been added for other rotary control 
valves including ShearStream HP, Valdisk, and Valdisk BX. 

 

3. Multi-Z: Sizing and Cv algorithms expanded and updated. 
 

4. Tek-Check:  Flowserve check valve with globe and angle body options has been added 
for easy selection and pricing for non-slam and plug-type (poppet) designs.   

 

5. FlowAct:  Product definition and technical data including spring ranges were checked and 
updated in Performance!.  Additionally, a maximum stem constraint check on fail-to-open 
and fail-to-close has been added. 

 

6. Stroke Speed:  Calculations for stroke speed have been added for all single-acting 
actuators including:  FlowAct diaphragm actuator, Kammer KA & KP Series diaphragm 
actuators, NR diaphragm rotary actuator, Automax Super Nova rack & pinion actuator, 
Automax R Series scotch yoke heavy duty actuator, and NAF Turnex piston rotary actuator. 

 

7. Kammer Parts Lists:  Parts lists for Kammer products are now able to be created within 
Performance!. 
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 New Language:  Performance! is now available in Russian. 

 Resolved Issues:  In addition to the new products and enhancements being announced, 
more than 100 extra essentials such as improvement requests and reported issues were 
addressed in this version.   

 Information:  During the next 4 weeks, product managers will send out detailed Marketing 
Releases pertaining to some of the key product additions and enhancements.  

 
Performance! 10.0.6210 is a major update – Special thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
Here’s an exciting preview for upcoming Performance! releases: 
 
MegaStream Optimization; Desuperheaters; StarPac 3; 3-way valves and actuators; Mark One Angle Body 
Cv’s; Mark One sanitary trim, and more… 
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